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Story

Collin rocks - From underdog to Youtube star and ... school can be cool!

• Absolutely unisex for its great and current topic/dream job of kids: Being a famous influencer with

countless followers!

• Illustrated in doodle design and short text

• Witty storytelling that definitely motivates to read!

Collin is beaten with not being the most popular guy at school… He is good-looking, has popular friends, in

short everything but a nerd. So why is he not cool? His saving idea to leave this anonymous zone: a

YouTube channel. This will make him a star overnight!

What happens in Volume 4:

Collin wants to finally make it for real! After all his CMC – Chill on my channel! already has 2,500 followers!

Luckily, the project days in school come up just in time for that. But without his best friend Jo-Jo, Collin will

never be able to become the super brain. Together they make up a genius plan. But how do you become a

star anyway, when nobody can know that you’re the mysterious youtuber with the mask?
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Sabine Zett

Sabine Zett grew up in Westphalia. As a young student she enjoyed writing stories and wrote articles for a

local newspaper. After graduation she has worked as a journalist for several years.

When her son and daughter were born, she began writing theatre and radio plays, and books for children.

She lives in the lower Rhine area together with her family.

More information on www.sabine-zett.de

More titles in this series

Collin's Secret Channel - How I

Finally Became a Cool Guy
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